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MD 2008 Scotland has a national flower. 
It’s a thistle and it is the national 
emblememblememblememblem of Scotland.

The story goes……..
On a dark autumn night in 1263, 
during the reign of the Scottish King 
Alexander III, the Vikings rowed ashore in Scotland.

The soldiers from the Scottish castles were on guard 
against raids by the Vikings. It was one of these Scottish 
soldiers who, on a very dark night, heard cries of pain as 
the Vikings and their leader sneaked up to the castle in 
the dark and walked on thistles in their bare feet. Sa
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Because the Scottish soldiers had heard 
the Vikings’ cries of pain, they were able 
to see them off and avoid a Viking raid.
They were so grateful to the thistles 
that grew outside the castle that the 
thistle was chosen as Scotland’s symbol 
and emblem. 
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Scotland has it’s own flag. It shows 
the cross of St. Andrew, the patron 
Saint of Scotland.

Scotland has a 
traditional 
national costume 
or national dress. 
On special 
occasions men 
often wear a 
traditional kilt 
with a sporran.
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What do you 
think a sporran 
could be used for?
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Kilts are often 
worn at Scottish 
weddings. 

This wedding 
has a 
traditional 
Scottish piper.Sa
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Kilts are made from a 
fabric with a pattern that is 
called tartantartantartantartan.

Tartans 
have names. 
This one is 
called the 
Black Watch 
Tartan.

This one is called Tartan Bruce.Sa
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own special tartan and no one 
else can have the same coloured 
tartan pattern as theirs.
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Did you guess that 
the first instrument 
you heard was a 
drum and the other 
instrument was the 
bagpipes?

Scotland has it’s own kind of music. This is a 
very famous Scottish tune. It’s called Scotland 
the Brave. Do you know what instruments are 
being played?
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Scotland has a special 
song that the Scottish 
people often sing at 
sports matches. It’s a 
patrioticpatrioticpatrioticpatriotic songsongsongsong and it’s 
about how the Scottish 
people defeated the 
English King Edward 
almost 700 years ago in 
a battle.

O flower of Scotland 

When will we see

Your like again

That fought and died for

Your wee bit hill and glen

And stood against him

Proud Edward’s army

And sent him homeward

Tae think again

The song is called Flower 
of Scotland. You can listen 
to the tune.Sa
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Scotland also has it’s own type 
of dancing. It’s called Highland 
or Scottish dancing.  
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These children 
have entered a 
Scottish dancing 
competition.They are all 
wearing tartan.  
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Scotland has its own traditional foods traditional foods traditional foods traditional foods and old
traditional recipestraditional recipestraditional recipestraditional recipes. . . . Perhaps the most famous of all 
is haggis. What do you think it is?
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Haggis is a sheep’s stomach that has been
stuffed with the ground up meat from the heart, 
lungs and liver of a sheep mixed up with suet, 
oatmeal and herbs.

Do you think you’d like to try it?Sa
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Perhaps you’d prefer to 
eat a Scotch egg? 

Scotch eggs are hard 
boiled eggs wrapped in 
sausage meat.
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Or perhaps you’d like some Scottish Shortbread?
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A Recipe forA Recipe forA Recipe forA Recipe for TattiesTattiesTattiesTatties ---- anananan’’’’ ---- NeepsNeepsNeepsNeeps

You will need:You will need:You will need:You will need:
• 400 to 800g potatoes, peeled and chopped into cubes

• An equal amount of peeled and cubed turnip

• salt and pepper 

• butter 

• dripping
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What to do:What to do:What to do:What to do:

1. Boil the potatoes and turnip separately until 

they are soft but not mushy (test them with a 

fork) and drain them well. 

2. Mash them together with a knob of butter 

and salt and pepper to taste.

3. Heat some beef dripping in a frying pan until 

hot - a smoky haze will begin to appear 

above the pan: DON'T let it burn! 
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4. Fry the mashed tatties and neeps until 

browned on the bottom; turn it by tipping 

carefully onto a plate and sliding back into 

the pan to brown the other side.

5. You may prefer to form the mixture into 

small flattened cakes or patties and fry these, 

turning them with a fish-slice when done on 

one side. 

Serve with the haggis and gravy. Sa
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